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The Slovenian Mountain Trail is the most popular long-distance path in Slovenia and the oldest route of its kind in the world. After 

its introduction, several similar routes have been established all over Europe, which are now much more famous and popular. 

 

FROM MARIBOR TO THE ADRIATIC SEA 
 
Hiking across the Slovenian mountains started in 1953 with the path which was not only revealing its beautiful features but also 
taking the mountain hikers from the Pannonian plains across plateaus and hills all the way to the Slovenian coast. Here, everyone 
can find something for their own taste. Professor Ivan Šumljak (1899-1984), a publicist, lecturer and head of the Maribor 
trailblazing unit, sent a written proposal for the mountain trail to the Slovenian Alpine Association as early as 1950. While 
performing trailblazing, it occured to him: »Why not connect all these spots by means of one single blazed trail which would extend 
further on, across the entire Slovenian territory ...!« This is how Slovenia became the first European country to have a unique 
transversal trail.  
 
Hikers can begin or end the Slovenian Mountain Trail in Maribor, Debeli rtič or anywhere else. The trail has no restrictions in terms 
of time and is marked by means of the Knafelc blazes (white dot with a red circle around it and an Arabic number 1 - picture 
below). It leads through routes which can be classified in three groups, namely easy, demanding and very demanding routes. 
 
 

 
ABOUT SLOVENIAN MOUNTAIN TRAIL 
 
• Length: 617.4 km 
• Elevation gain: 37,300 m  
• Elevation loss: 37,600 m 
• Number of stages: 43 
• Number of checkpoints: 80 
• Number of summits: at least 35 
• Number of huts: at least 55 
• Estimated time: 252 hours or 37 days 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

The trail starts at city of Maribor from where you ascend to Pohorje hills. You will leave Pohorje behind after two or three days of 

easy walk along nice, fresh and dark spruce forests. Next town is Slovenj Gradec. From there you »climb« (easy walk) to Uršlja 

gora and on the first Alpine ridge on your trail - Smrekovec (the only ex-vulcanic mountain in Slovenia). In a day or two of very 

nice, sunny and panoramic walk (full of blueberris in late July and August) you will sleep in the hut below the first two thousander 

- Raduha. It will also be the first step on difficult and very difficult mountain trail. 

From Raduha you will have to descent Savinja river valley (Savinjska dolina) and later climb to Ojstrica. Now you are already in the 

heart of Kamnik-Savinja Alps (Kamniško-Savinjske Alpe). In next few days you will climb a lot of peaks above 2.000 meters. The 

last one will be Storžič where you will leave Kamnik-Savinja Alps and step on long, sunny and with grass overgrown hillside of 

Karawanks (Karavanke).You will leave them above village of Mojstrana where Slovenian mountain museum is located. Mojstrana 

is also an entrance to Triglav national park. In two days you will be standing on the top of the highest slovenian peak and our 

national symbol - Triglav. Julian Alps will be your home for a few days all the way to Franja Partisan Hospital near small town of 

Cerkno. This is also the last farewell to the high Alps. From now on you will walk in company of forests and karst wonders. You will 

also start with slow descent (with some climbs) against the coast - you will reach it in a week. 

 

 

CHECKPOINTS 
 
Each stage has at least one checkpoint where you can put a stamp into your Journal of the Slovenian Mountain Trail. Some stamps 
are kept at huts, while others are on the summits – either in boxes or fixed to a rock. Mountain huts have a special (oval) SMT 
stamp , which should be accompanied by the hut manager’s signature in your journal. The stamps at the summits are the usual 
(triangular) shape and you should always add the current date to your journal entry. If a stamp is missing at any of the summits, 
ask at the nearest mountain hut (it will probably be there), or provide a photo from the top or a statement from your guide or 
another witness as evidence. In the descriptions, checkpoints are marked with the STAMP symbol. 
 
After doing the whole SMT, send your journal with stamps and other evidence to the Alpine Association of Slovenia and you’ll 
receive your well-deserved award: the honorary badge of the SMT. 
 

       



 
 

TRAILS AND SAFETY 

The Slovenian Mountain Trail is marked with the Knafelc blaze (a white dot inside a red ring) accompanied by number one (1). 
There are countless red signposts indicating the objectives (huts, summits) and estimated times at the various starting points and 
junctions, and some of them also provide information about the current altitude, the alpine club managing the trail, and the 
difficulty rating of the trail. 
 
The trails managed by the Alpine Association of Slovenia are rated by difficulty as easy, difficult, and very difficult. Signposts include 
symbols indicating the difficulty rating: a triangle indicates that a trail is difficult, an exclamation mark inside a triangle indicates 
that a trail is very difficult, while easy trails have no special designation. Up in the high alpine, there are also many trail markers 
painted on rocks. Although the trails are regularly maintained, certain parts might be damaged or perhaps even impassable. 
 
The initial stages of the SMT consist of easy trails, while countless steep and exposed sections in the high alpine of the Kamnik-
Savinja Alps, Julian Alps, and (partly) Karawanks are equipped with steel cables and iron pegs. In order to safely enjoy these trails, 
you should have adequate experience, have a good head, and know how to use a via ferrata kit. A helmet is mandatory. The last 
part of the SMT is again on easier trails that will take you across Karst landscape and to Debeli rtič. 
 

In case of an accident, make sure that both you and the victim are safe from any additional hazards (falling 
rocks, avalanches, cold) before calling 112 to notify the mountain rescue service (GRS – Gorska reševalna 
služba in Slovenian, you will need phone reception). If there’s no cell service you’ll need to get a note about 
the accident to the nearest mountain hut, farm, or police station down in the valley, where the mountain 
rescue service will be notified about the event. 
 

 

BEST SEASON AND WEATHER 
 
The easier stages of the SMT can be done throughout the 
year, except in the depth of winter when there’s a lot of 
snow, while the high-alpine stages should be done in summer 
or autumn. In the early summer (June, July), the shady parts 
of trails are often covered with steep and dangerous 
snowfields which require the use of an ice axe and crampons 
in order to be navigated safely. Ask the hut managers about 
the conditions on your planned trail. 
 
Some parts of the Slovenian mountains can become quite 
crowded during peak season (August), but the best months 
to visit the high alpine are September and October, provided 
there’s no significant early snowfall. Average annual 
precipitation data shows that the first stages of the SMT are 
the driest part of the whole trail. The weather fronts usually 
come from the southwest and it’s not uncommon to see the 
Julian Alps covered in clouds, while the sun is still shining on 
Pohorje and in the Kamnik-Savinja Alps. The final part of the 
SMT also enjoys nicer weather than the highest Slovenian 
peaks, although it often gets very windy. 
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MOUNTAIN HUTS 
 
Some of the mountain huts along the SMT are open throughout the year, while most of the high-alpine huts are open from June 
to the end of September. Some huts are also open outside these months, but only during weekends and holidays. Wild camping 
is prohibited in the Triglav National Park (stages 18 to 34); stay at mountain huts or designated camping sites. 
 
Members of the Alpine Association of Slovenia and other alpine associations that have a reciprocal rights agreement with the 
Alpine Association of Slovenia receive a discount on overnight stays in mountain huts. To get the discount, you’ll need a valid 
membership card of your alpine association. You won’t need a sleeping bag, but bring a travel sleeping sheet to avoid paying a 
couple of extra Euros. You’re not allowed to wear boots in the rooms and nearly all the huts have slippers that you can borrow. 
It’s a good idea to book your overnight stay, especially during summer. Make sure to cancel your booking if you can’t make it to 
the hut for whatever reason. 
 
Most of the high-alpine huts have very little water and all guests are asked to use it sparingly. Warm water for showers (if available) 
usually costs a couple of extra Euros. Some huts have winter rooms that can be used free of charge when the huts are closed. 
Please pay attention to all the rules and clean up before you leave. The descriptions of stages in this guidebook include the contact 
info of all the huts along the way. 
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FOOD AND DRINKS 
 
Mountain huts serve various dishes. You can always count on a stew of some kind, a couple of different soups, and some deserts 
(apple strudel, for instance). The variety of the menu depends on the hut’s location, accessibility, and equipment. People usually 
eat breakfast and dinner at the huts and rely on their own snacks during the day. The lower elevation stages shouldn’t pose any 
problems regarding drinking water, except perhaps near the coast. In the high alpine of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps, Karawanks and 
Julian Alps, as well as close to the coast, however, you should make sure that you have enough to drink. There are some water 
sources along the way, but they’re often dry in the heat of the summer. Water is supplied to most alpine mountain huts with 
helicopters, which results in high prices. Tap water is usually not drinkable (rainwater). 



 
 

 

TRIGLAV NATIONAL PARK 
 
The central part of the SMT (stages 18 to 34) runs through Slovenia’s only national park, the Triglav National Park (TNP). Triglav 
National Park is the only national park in Slovenia and it has 880 km2, which represents 4 % of the Slovenian surface. It lies in the 
northwestern part of Slovenia, close to Austrian and Italian borders. The Julian Alps represent the biggest part of it.  
 
In addition, it is one of the oldest parks in Europe, since 1924. Above all, it is a strictly protected area in accordance to preserve 
important ecosystems and biodiversity. Flora & fauna of the park is typical alpine. Although on the southern edges of the park you 
may find already Meditteranean influence. There are over fifty-nine species of ethnobotanical values, of these 37 species fall under 
four major categories of medicinal plants. The most interesting ones are Edelweiss, alpine eryingo, hairy alpenrose, clusius’ 
gentian, zois’ Bellflower, and Triglav rose. There are more than 7700 species of animals in the park. Among most interesting you 
can find: chamois, alpine ibex, brown bear, golden eagle, red deer, alpine marmot, wallcreeper. Likewise black woodpecker, black 
grouse, common European viper, red fox, Eurasian pygmy owl, soča trout and white-throated dipper. 
 
There are still approximately 2500 people living in the area of the park in 22 settlements. 
 
Moreover, the Triglav National Park ranks among the most watered areas in Slovenia and Europe. The average precipitation level 
is highest in the western part of the park and amounts to about 3000 mm/m2. The sources of river Sava and Soča are in the park 
and the park is home to over 250 springs. Many springs are also a source of drinking water. 
 
In conclusion, it is an exceptional experience to get to know the nature, cultural landscape and the people of the park. But in doing 
so, we should always observe the primary objectives of nature protection. 
 
These are the main rules of Triglav National Park: 

• Please leave your vehicle in one of the many designated car parks. 
• Stay on the trails. Keep your noise level down and avoid disturbing the animals. 
• Respect the habitats of plants and animals. Admire them, but make sure your presence does not disturb their lives, as     
unique and magical as yours. Collecting flowers is not allowed. 
• Enjoy clear starry nights from a bench outside the mountain huts and lodges, shelters and bivouacs. Camping or 
bivouacking outside designated areas is strictly forbidden. 
• Be considerate visitors who take nothing except for memories and data stored on memory sticks, and leave nothing but 
footprints. 
•  Take all garbage back with you down to the valley. 
• Park’s trails allowing only hiking and not mountain biking. 
•  Bathing in mountain lakes not permitted. 
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 STEP BY STEP 
 

 

The first stage of the Slovenian Mountain Trail willtake you from Slovenia’s second 
largest city, Maeibor, to the dense forests of Pohorje, where you’ll stay until the end 
of the third stage. The start is quite steep, but the terrain soon becomes much 
mellower. There are no significant climbs or descents, so it’ll be a perfect warm-up 
before you embark on the more difficult stages that still await you. 
 

 

The second stage leads through dense (old-growth) forests and past an area where 
no logging has ever taken place. The biggest attractions of this stage, which might 
seem a bit dull to people anxious to get into the high alpine, are the Šumik Falls on 
the Lobnica Creek just a stone’s throw from the SMT, and the Lovrenc Lakes, where 
you walk on a path made of wooden planks. 
 
 

 
 
During the third stage, you’ll visit Kope, a popular ski resort, climb up to Kremžarjev 
vrh, and descend all the way to the valley for the first time since starting in Maribor. 
In the town of Slovenj Gradec, you have two options: you can either return to 
Maribor by bus or replenish your supplies and continue towards Uršlja gora. 
 
 

 
 

The popular and prominent Uršlja gora attracts visitors throughout the year and 
there are several reasons for the peak’s immense popularity: the SMT, the hut almost 
at its very top, great trails, and wonderful views. Let’s go! 
 
 

 
 

During this stage of the SMT, you’ll walk atop a volcano. Well, not literally, since it’s 
been quite a while since this volcano has spewed out any lava, but you’ll definitely 
be able to see andesite rocks at the top of Komen and Krnes, while they are mostly 
covered with dirt elsewhere. This is quite atypical for the Slovenian mountains. The 
massif is more similar to Pohorje than it is to the white limestone of the Kamnik-
Savinja Alps visible in the distance. We'll get there, don’t worry, but first let's take a 
walk along the former border between Styria and Carinthia and climb the first two-
thousand-meter peak on our way: Raduha. 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 STEP BY STEP 
 

 

Two thousand meters is a magical number for Slovenian mountains and the first time 
the Slovenian Mountain Trail reaches this altitude is on the easternmost two-
thousand-meter peak of the Kamnik- Savinja Alps. The short sixth stage will take you 
up to Raduha, which has great views of most of the hills you’ve already covered, as 
well as the mountains that still await you: the central part of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps, 
the Karawanks, and the Julian Alps with Krn in the far distance. 
 
 

 
 

Things are finally getting serious! The descent from Grohot to River Savinja is very 
exposed in some places, the next part through the beautiful valley of Robanov kot is 
again a bit mellower, but the walls surrounding the valley head are steep and appear 
almost impassable. The secured trail leading up the sheer face to the edge of the 
plateau of Dleskovška planota is indeed very steep, and the nearby Kocbekov dom 
Mountain Hut provides a welcome break after the taxing climb. Currently (spring 
2019), however, the hut is still in ruins after it burned down a few years ago. It is 
supposed to be rebuilt soon, which is why we’ve kept it in the guidebook as the 
end/start of the seventh and eighth stage, respectively. See also the note in the 
“Huts” section of this chapter. 
 
 

 
 

The first serious stage of the central part of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps is not very 
difficult (although some sections require a bit of easy climbing), but the rock is very 
loose in places. You’ll visit two high mountains: Ojstrica and Planjava. The Slovenian 
Mountain Trail doesn’t go to the very top of Planjava (it traverses its southern slopes), 
but its eastern summit is so close that you should definitely take a couple of extra 
minutes to climb it (the trail is marked). If you’re feeling strong and the weather is 
nice, you can combine stages eight and nine into a single, longer outing. 
 
 

 
 

In the past, this stage wasn’t part of the SMT. From the saddle of Kamniško sedlo, we 
used to walk and climb to Skuta via Kotliči, Sod brez dna (Bottomless Barrel), and 
across Turska gora, which is no longer one of the checkpoints and has been replaced 
by three others: Frischaufov dom Mountain Hut, Kranjska koča Mountain Hut, and 
Koroška Rinka. An interesting detail regarding this stage is that a part of it runs 
through neighboring Austria. Nowadays, nobody will stop you at the former border 
crossings to check your ID (as used to be the case), but diligent mountaineers always 
carry such documents anyway. 
 
 

 



 
 

 STEP BY STEP 
 

 
 

After the initial warm-up, the second high-alpine stage of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps 
serves up a steep secured trail to the top of Koroška Rinka, which is also called Križ 
(Cross) since it used to be a tripoint between the lands of Styria, Carinthia, and 
Carniola. After the descent to the plateau of Mali Podi, the trail to the summit of 
Skuta is similarly difficult, and the stage’s final descent will lead you past Štruca, which 
is somewhat reminiscent of a loaf of bread, to the plateau of Veliki Podi with the 
attractive bivouac hut called Bivak Pavla Kemperla. After such a challenging stage, a 
rest at the Cojzova koča Mountain Hut will be more than welcome. 
 
 

 
 

The final high-alpine stage of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps will take you to the highest 
peaks of the range. The trail to Grintovec, the king of the group, is quite easy, 
especially considering its altitude, while its western neighbor (Jezerska Kočna) is a bit 
more challenging. The trail to Jezerska Kočna’s summit has an interesting and 
unusual passage: a narrow sloping shelf which leaves practically no room for standing 
so mountaineers must just about crawl to get across. The final part of the trail 
(named Kremžarjeva pot, Kremžar Trail) provides a perfect finish to this high and 
difficult stage ending at the Češka koča Mountain Hut. 
 
 

 
 

A transitional stage. Some might even say it’s somewhat pointless, as walking on 
paved roads is certainly no mountaineering highlight, plus the Čedca Falls (which 
used to be the highest waterfall in Slovenia) collapsed a couple of years ago. Be that 
as it may, you’ll have to get to Storžič one way or another. And since we are 
mountaineers and are, by nature, quite positive-minded, we can find some 
advantages in this stage as well: the trail from the Češka koča Mountain Hut is 
wonderful and you can replenish your supplies in Jezersko, a beautiful village at the 
foot of the mountains with the Reka Creek running nearby. Plus the stage is rather 
short, so you can enjoy a good rest at Kališče. 
 
 

 
 

This mountain used to be called Storžec, but according to wicked gossip, it started to 
act all fancy and wanted to be called Storžič. Like most of Slovenia’s highest peaks, 
its southern aspect is much gentler than its northern side, which is a proper wall with 
numerous climbing routes and a secured trail. We’ll climb the mountain along its 
south-western ridge and descend the north ridge. Even though we like to stay clear 
of steep rock faces, Storžič will no doubt be a wonderful experience.  

 
 



 
 

 STEP BY STEP 
 

  

This stage is very similar to the 12th stage, as they’re both more or less transitional. 
Even the elevations of the huts at the start and end of both stages are quite similar. 
You can buy extra food and drinks in Tržič, which is highly recommended, as the next 
chance to do so will be in Mojstrana at the end of stage seventeen. Perhaps a little 
hint: fit and fast mountaineers could easily combine this and the following stage into 
one long outing, or at least extend it to Roblek. But on the other hand, nothing can 
beat going up a two-thousand-meter peak (Begunjščica) in the early morning hours. 
Or, perhaps you could make use of the free afternoon and evening and take a 
leisurely stroll to the top of the nearby Dobrča or Šentanski vrh, which is famous for 
its wonderful views. 
 
 

  

The Karawanks, here we come! The beautiful Begunjšica is a mountain of countless 
gullies. The trailhead at Ljubelj is quite high, providing relatively easy access to a 
multitude of winter climbs. We’ll tackle the mountain’s southern slopes, which are 
full of colorful flowers all through spring and summer. The descent will lead us to 
Roblek and Zelenica, and we’ll get to know the mountain from all sides. We’ll enter 
the world of Karawanks at Prevala, where there’s a nice hut serving all sorts of 
homemade dishes perfect for a hearty snack. 
 
 

   
 

The second to last stage of the first part of the SMT is a real treat for anyone who 
loves high ridges. From Stol all the way across Belščica, the trail never strays far from 
the scenic ridge, and you can continue straight across Struška, even though the SMT 
traverses its southern slopes. You can enjoy even more wonderful ridges on Ptičji vrh, 
Mala Golica, and Krvavka if you decide to climb them before descending to the hut. 
Plus it’s a well-known fact that Golica is exceptionally beautiful in the spring. Why? 
Because of the lovely daffodils. 
 
 

   
 

This stage will take you from Golica towards the Julian Alps. You wouldn’t even know 
it without looking at a map, but while you’re at the Rožca Saddle and on the top of 
Hruški vrh, you'll be walking over two tunnels running through the mountains and 
connecting Austria and Slovenia. The Dovška Rožca alpine pasture with a welcoming 
hut will be your final objective before returning to the valley, where you should take 
a minute to join Jakob Aljaž and have a good look at Triglav – Slovenia’s highest 
mountain, which you might summit in just two days. 
 
 

 



 
 

 STEP BY STEP 
 

   

This flat and easy stage provides a welcome rest after doing the first seventeen stages 
of the SMT, but it could also be combined with the stage from Koča na Golici to 
Mojstrana into a single, slightly longer day. The casual stroll through the shady forest 
and along the crystal-clear Triglavska Bistrica Creek ends in the easternmost of the 
three Triglav valleys: the Vrata Valley. Most of the time, you’ll be walking on cart 
tracks and wide paths, but part of the stage, unfortunately, also follows the main 
(unpaved) road, which tends to be very busy. A visit to the Slovenian Alpine Museum 
is, of course, a must. 
 
 

   

The big altitude gain and the majestic scenery amongst the highest peaks of the Julian 
Alps are sure to leave you breathless. There’s nowhere else to go but up. The steep 
trail, which runs alongside the enormous Triglav North Face (3 km wide and 1 km 
high), will bring you to the moonlike desert beneath Triglav’s summit. You will sleep 
at one of the two huts before tackling the summit the next day. The Staničev dom 
Mountain Hut is smaller and more pleasant of the two, while the Triglavski dom, the 
highest mountain hut in Slovenia, makes the next day’s climb a bit shorter. 
 
 

    
 

One of the highlights of the SMT – quite literally, as you’ll get to stand atop Slovenia’s 
highest mountain. They say that to be a true Slovenian, everyone should climb Triglav 
at least once in their lives, but that doesn’t mean that the peak is easy to reach. On 
the contrary, climbing the narrow ridge between Mali Triglav and the main summit 
was a real test for the first ascensionists at the end of the 18th century, and even 
though the route is now secured, it’s still far from straightforward, mainly due to the 
polished rock, exposure, and crowds. It’s quite customary to receive a light spanking 
at the Aljaž Tower at the summit when you've climbed Triglav for the first. time. The 
descent to the Planika Mountain Hut is not much easier, and to finish the stage you 
get to experience an extremely interesting high-alpine Karst landscape. 
 
 

    
 

The scenic trail built by the Italian Army during the interwar period provides a 
comfortable descent to the Luknja Saddle high above the Zadnjica Valley. At the 
saddle, you'll get another view of the Vrata Valley and the north face of Triglav. The 
difficult traverse of Bovški Gamsovec, which includes a couple of surprisingly steep 
grassy sections, will bring you to the basin of Kriški podi with four beautiful little lakes 
amidst two-thousand-meter peaks. The lake of Zgornje Kriško jezero (2160 m) is the 
highest lake in Slovenia. 

 
 



 
 

 STEP BY STEP 
 

   

This long, difficult, grand stage will take you to two of the highest Slovenian 
mountains. Above the Planja Saddle, you’ll tackle Razor, the summit slopes of which 
are, unfortunately, quite chossy. You’ll climb to the top via a new, very difficult trail 
– the old one was lost in a rockslide a while ago. Next up will be a bothersome descent 
to the romantic Mlinarica Valley, and then it’s time for the next highlight of the stage: 
the climb up the easiest trail to the summit of Prisojnik/Prisank, a proud and popular 
mountain. The long day will end at the Vršič Pass, the highest road pass in Slovenia. 
 

 

   

The comfortable trail above the Trenta Valley and under the bleak and dry 
Mojstrovka peaks is full of incredible views, plus you’ll get to climb arguably the most 
beautiful summit of the Julian Alps. The stage ends at a pleasant mountain hut just 
under the jagged peak of Špiček. Since the hut is quite small and the stage short and 
easy, it makes sense to go straight to the summit of Jalovec. In this case, an early, 
alpine start is mandatory. 
 

 

  
 

Jalovec is an icon – so tall and beautiful that its triangular figure above the Tamar 
Valley is featured in the symbol of the Alpine Association of Slovenia. Although there 
are marked trails leading up to its summit from three sides, it’s far from easy to reach. 
On the contrary, all trails are very exposed towards the top and require some 
climbing, and none of the descents are straightforward. 
 

 

   
 

The descent, which will tire your knees but give you a chance to enjoy plenty of 
greenery, can serve as a logical conclusion of stage 24 (Jalovec) or you can combine 
it with the following stage (stage 26) ending in the Trenta Valley (dolina Trente). 
You’ll be going down to the idyllic Zadnja Trenta Valley beneath beautiful Bavški 
Grintavec and other wild peaks, most of which have no marked trails leading to their 
tops. The rest of the stage will be a pleasant walk to the Koča pri izviru Soče Mountain 
Hut (make sure to visit the mysterious source of this beautiful river). 
 

 

   
 

The short, cool, and green walk along the Soča River,the most beautiful Slovenian 
river, will provide an opportunity to take a deep breath, relax, and enjoy the natural 
sights. The village of Na Logu will give you a chance to replenish your supplies before  

  returning to the high mountains. 
 



 
 

 STEP BY STEP 
 

   

A scenic and tiresome return to the high mountains. The altitude gain is substantial 
and the stage is quite long: first up it’s the road to the Zadnjica Valley, then  it’s onto 
the old bridle path (mulatiera) to the saddle of Čez dol, and the last part follows the 
trail to Prehodavci. All the effort will be worthwhile, though, as you’ll visit one of the 
most beautiful alpine valleys and get to enter the kingdom of the Triglav Lakes. 
 

 

    

The most famous of all Slovenian high-alpine valleys boasts many lakes – there are 
supposed to be seven, but the number varies depending on the conditions. The first 
(but not the highest) is the Jezero pod Vršacem (Lake under Vršac, 1993 m), which is 
fifteen minutes from the SMT, and most  of the rest are along the way. During the 
pleasant stroll down the valley, you’ll encounter substantial crowds, marmots, and a 
Karst desert-like landscape (albeit with quite a few flowers) that was created by 
Zlatorog, the mythical chamois, as legend has it. If you prefer more expansive views 
(but at the cost of experiencing less of the valley itself), we recommend going over 
Veliko Špičje to the west or traversing the ridge of the peaks of Zelnarica and Tičarica. 
 

 

   
 

The alpine plateau of Komna is jumbled and full of dwarf pines. In nice weather, the 
short and pleasant stroll across this Karst landscape, on a trail also marked by tall 
poles used as winter trail markers, is no problem whatsoever. In fog, however, you 
should be extremely cautious not to lose your tracks, something that happens all too 
often. You can sleep at the big Dom na Komni Mountain Hut at the edge of the 
plateau, or at the smaller Koča pod Bogatinom Mountain Hut at Planina na Kraju. 
 

 

   
 

It’s time to turn west once again towards the gentle and warm Mediterranean 
breeze. The short climb up the saddle of Bogatinsko sedlo can be prolonged with a 
jaunt up one of the nearby peaks before you descend to the pleasant hut in the shade 
of the forest. The big Krnsko jezero (Krn Lake) is a bit further ahead. 
 
 

   
 

Krn is not an extremely tall mountain, but it’s an important two-thousand-meter 
peak, especially its southwest face. The trail to its summit will lead you past the 
peaceful Krnsko jezero (Krn Lake), across the notch of Krnska škrbina, and along a 

scenic grassy ridge. The hut just below the summit is reminiscent of an eagle’s nest. 
 



 
 

 STEP BY STEP 
 

  

The longest stage of this part of the SMT is full of old bridle paths (mulatieras), 
history, and views. Batognica, which has countless tunnels and caverns from World 
War I, will be your final two-thousand-meter peak. A descent across typical Karst 
landscape will bring you to the saddle of Prehodci, from where it’s a long journey 
above the Tolminka Valley to the pleasant Planina Razor, where your eyes will be 
drawn to the softness of the broadleaf forests below. 
 
 

   

The last “grand” stage of the second part of the SMT will take you to one of the most 
beautiful ridges in the Slovenian mountains: the Bohinj-Tolmin Ridge. You’ll start with 
an easy hike up Vogel and walk above the ski resort of the same name before 
enjoying the wonderful views from Rodica and the rest of the ridge leading to Črna 
prst. Although the trail keeps to the ridge, it doesn’t follow its very edge. In nice 
weather, the views of Triglav and the central Julian Alps are unforgettable, and during 
summer, the wealth of the alpine flowers is astounding. 
 
 

   
 

The last stage of the second part of the SMT will take you from the botanical paradise 
of Črna prst to lower elevations. The paths will become wider and you’ll get onto the 
Podbrdo–Škofja Loka regional road at the pass of Petrovo Brdo. You’ll find no shops, 
restaurants, or other facilities there, so it’s definitely best to continue to Podbrdo. If 
this is the end of your trip, you’ll find plenty of public transport options there. But if 
you plan to continue and do the rest of the stages, you can buy extra food, drinks, 
and anything else you might need for the final part of the SMT. 
 
 

   
 

It’s quite common to start the stage to Porezen on Črna prst after sleeping at the 
Dom Zorka Jelinčiča Mountain Hut before descending to Petrovo Brdo. In this case, 
the Koča na Petrovem Brdu Mountain Hut at the top of the road pass between the 
valleys of Selška dolina and Baška grapa will provide a perfect opportunity to take a 
rest before tackling the two-hour climb through forests and meadows to the top of 
Porezen. This grassy pyramid is the highest peak of the Cerkljansko-Škofjeloško 
hribovje (hills around Cerkno and Škofja Loka) with wonderful views of the 
surrounding valleys (Cerknica, Baška grapa, Davča). There’s an abandoned Italian 
military bunker at its summit, an obelisk commemorating the fallen of World War II, 

and a mountain hut with Triglav in the background are simply breathtaking. just 
below the monument. The views of the Bohinjsko-Tolminski greben (Bohinj-Tolmin 
Ridge). 
 
 

 



 
 

 STEP BY STEP 
 

  

From Porezen we’ll descend towards Cerkno to the Franja Partisan Hospital hidden 
in a wild side valley of the River Cerknica, where it must’ve taken inconceivable effort 
and ingenuity to build and operate such a facility. We’ll cross the river and head to 
the other side towards Škofja Loka. While walking past several solitary farms, we’ll 
be able to enjoy the views of some of the highest Slovenian peaks in the distance 
before reaching the Planinska koča na Ermanovcu Mountain hut for a well-deserved 
rest. 
 

 

   

From the Planinska koča na Ermanovcu Mountain Hut, the SMT drops down to the 
Kladje Pass. A gently rolling crest will appear in front of you, dividing the basins of 
Poljanska Sora and Idrijca rivers. The trail will lead you to the scenic Bukov vrh, the 
scattered village of Mrzli vrh, and the plateau of Ledinska planota. Above the village 
of Ledinsko Razpotje, the last climb awaits before you descend to Idrija and the only 
thing left is the hike to the Koča na Hleviški planini Mountain Hut. If you need a bit of 
rest, you can shorten the stage and spend the night in the former mining town. 
 
 

   
 

From Hleviška planina, the SMT will take you to the remote plateau of Vojskarska 
planota, and from many places along the way, you’ll be able to marvel at the 
greatness of the Julian Alps. Next up is the plateau of Trnovski gozd and the hills of 
Golaki with great views of both the sea and Triglav. You can take a rest and have a 
bite at the Iztokova koča Mountain Hut before continuing to Čaven where another 
hut awaits. The stage is quite long, even more so if you’ve made the previous one 
shorter and stopped in Idrija. It’s possible to split it up and stay the night at the 
Iztokova koča Mountain Hut or in Vojsko. A less strenuous day might be a good idea 
after all the walking and climbing of the previous days. 
 
 

    
 

Between Čaven and Col lies one of the most fascinating sections of the Slovenian 
Mountain Trail. From Predmeja to Kovk, the trail runs along the edge of the plateau 
of Trnovska planota overlooking the Vipava Valley. The Gulf of Trieste beckons in the 
distance and the whole place is utterly charming. But let’s not get ahead of ourselves; 
first, we’ll go to Javornik with an awesome lookout tower at its summit, which (if the 
visibility is good) provides views across most of the country. The stage is quite long 
and can be split into two parts if you spend the night on Sinji vrh at about one-third 
of the way. 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 STEP BY STEP 
 

  

From Javornik, we’ll head south through vast forests and return to civilization in 
Podkraj after crossing the old Roman road going from Aquileia to Emona. We won’t 
stay long, though, as we’ll soon return to the remote plateau of Nanos with its highest 
peak just exceeding 1300 meters (Suhi vrh, Debeli vrh). To finish the stage, we’ll head 
to the slightly lower Pleša with the Vojkova koča Mountain Hut and views of the sea. 
 
 

   

The descent from Nanos will bring you to the forested crest between the towns of 
Razdrto and Senožeče and onto the wide Vremščica Massif with Urbanov vrh (the 
highest peak with a lovely church at the top). The next stop is the blind Vremska 
Valley with the sixty-meter-deep canyon of the River Reka, the largest lost river in 
Slovenia. The stage ends in the village of Škocjan, where the River Reka disappears 
underground creating the magnificent Škocjan Caves. 
 
 

   
 

From the Karst wonder of the Škocjan Caves, the SMT will take you to the remote 
corners of Brkini and down to Matarsko-Podgrajsko podolje, a dry valley where a 
river used to run in the past. You’ll get to stand atop Slavnik (which is part of the 
Čičarija Plateau), the final thousand-meter peak of your journey. After the alpine 
giants you’ve already summited, it will surely be a piece of cake. 
 
 

    
 

The finishing chords of a magnificent symphony. From Slavnik, with a flattering 
nickname “Triglav of Istria”, we’ll head to Osapska dolina (Osp Valley) just below the 
Karst Edge before tackling the nottoo-steep hill of Tinjanski hrib. You can relax and 
gather your strength before reaching Škofije and making the final climb up to the 
highest point of the Ankaran Peninsula (Miljski polotok). The only thing left after that 
is the descent to the Adriatic Sea where you can let yourself be pampered by the 
warm water. It’s quite a long way from Slavnik to Debeli rtič, so you might want to 
consider spending a night in Osp (Camping Vovk). 
 


